MUNNA AND GINGER & JAGGER
LAUNCH 10 NEW DESIGNS IN MILAN
MUNNA CELEBRATES 10 YEARS

MARGOT • Sofa • Munna

Lily

•

Coffee Table • G&J

PORTO | Portugal | March 2018 | Munna and Ginger & Jagger are debuting brand new designs in a
curated space especially created for Milan Design Week, to be featured at Salone del Mobile, from 17 to
22 of April, Pavillion 6, Stand E42.
Munna and Ginger & Jagger have composed an exquisite interior for the upcoming international design
show. The main living area is composed by two rooms where the new designs and are juxtaposed with
signature pieces. The new mid-century sofa Margot, by Munna, is placed alongside the award-winning
Chantal Armchairs, complemented by the brand new Lily Coffee Table and the mesmerizing Tides Rug,
inspired by rise and fall of the ocean tides. The chosen colour palette brings out bright notes of green and
blue and imprints a sense of serenity in the ambience. The soothing feel of a seashore is reinterpreted in
a set featuring Munna’s new Melody Armchairs and Kiki Sofa and the new hand hammered Stardust table
and Dune Rug by Ginger & Jagger.
The dining area of the showcase is infused with striking aesthetics by Ginger & Jagger as the Fig Tree
Console and the Bananas Lamps, as well as fresh design statements such as the new Lipstick Swivel
Chair by Munna. A reading room with the unique and trendy Fringes Armchair and the premiere of the
leaf-shaped inspired Catus Console by Ginger & Jagger.
The conceptual and functional space signed by Munna and Ginger & Jagger elevates the handcraft
element in their designs through the choice of superior materials, attention to detail and curated
composition of the designs. The creations by both brands have been described by editors and other
influencers in the industry as unique the contemporary design scene.
Munna and Ginger & Jagger will be presenting the new designs at Salone del Mobile, from 17th to 22nd
of April, Pavillion 6, Stand E42. Munna is celebrating its 10th anniversary, during Fuorisalone, with the
event — Love to the Munna and back, taking place at Palazzo Durini, on April 19th from 20H00.
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MARGOT • Sofa • Munna

This mid-century styled sofa develops an exquisite dialogue between horizontal and vertical shapes. The six feet and
geometrical back sections convey an architectural feel, with a detailed build and interplay between forms. It is nothing
but trademark Munna: exuberant yet curated, filled with quiet details that wouldn’t be out of place in haute couture.
It’s indulgent seat is perfect for living spaces in need of some poised relaxation.

MELODY • Swivel Armchair • Munna

MELODY • Armchair • Munna

Like a song that starts with a gentle melody, the front of this armchair is composed as a verse, with a smooth seat
and backrest. The scene is set for the explosion of the chorus, bursting from its quilted back, infused with detailed
seaming and exuberant curved lines. The Melody Armchair is made to entertain, between song and dance.
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QUEEN B • Swivel Armchair • Munna

The Queen B is pure charisma – it’s sassy, looks fabulous in any mood in any color, the deep seat envelops, the
exquisite seaming is masterful, the curved shapes enamour and the swivel steals hearts. As spicy as smooth, whatever
the scene.

LIPSTICK • Swivel Chair • Munna

The Lipstick is an Art Deco inspired piece that brings the femininity of the boudoir to any living space with its sumptuous
vertical pleated upholstery, while its rounded swivel base makes it a joyful seating experience.
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Lily

•

Coffee Table

Springing from a low base made of fig tree branches in brass casting, the Lily Coffee Table creates a dynamic
presence from its layered tops and the handcrafted wood marquetry. A delicate balance for a living space.

CATUS • Console

The cactus leaf-shaped structure is cast in solid brass, providing a sense of functionality drawn from nature, while
the minimalistic top and base provide a soothing balance with its quiet lines and graceful proportions.
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TIDES • Rug

DUNE • Rug

The rise and fall of ocean tides are
a reverberation of the combined
forces of gravity exerted by the
Moon and the Sun and the rotation
of the Earth. Their cadence is
mesmerizingly captured in the
Tides Rug, brewing a sense of calm
through the graphical elements.

A Dune is a hill of loose sand
formed by an invisible
choreography of the wind, the land
and the sea. This rug explores the
passing of the wind, of time and of
place. A sense of perpetual and
delicate motion for a living space.

STARDUST • Coffee Table

The shallow craters formed by the impacts of the remains of the stars are alliterated by the hand hammered patterns
of the Stardust. These singular and simple shapes tell tales of metal forged by hand, as craters tell the story of the
Earth. A quiet yet intriguing statement for a living space .
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Munna’s collections are an homage to the profound
heritage of craftsmanship, a tribute to meaningful
design with lasting appeal, blending a carefully and
exquisite range of selected materials and finishes,
created to infuse the feel of a higher form of living.
Founded in Porto in 2008, Munna is a furniture
design brand renowned for its sumptuous
upholstery pieces, present in over 40 international
markets in residential, commercial and hospitality
projects. Munna’s designs are acclaimed by
specialized publications targeted at interior
designers, architects and design curators. Munna is
now presented in showrooms in Europe, Russia,
Middle East and Asia, and, most recently Istanbul.

NOTES TO EDITORS

Ginger & Jagger also features the new home
accessories collection at Maison & Objet Paris. The
artisanal design creations are inspired by the
cosmos, its polarities and connections with the
Earth, and brought to life through handcrafted
marble, metals and glass.
Launched in Europe in 2012, Ginger & Jagger’s
Earth to Earth collection is an evocative poetic realm,
where Nature’s sculptural shapes are eternalized
through handcraft, with unique artisanal techniques
and an outstanding blend of superb materials, such
as brass, copper, exotic woods and marble. The
brand's momentum is flourishing, having been
selected by Italian fashion house Fendi to furnish
their new seven-room luxury hotel in Rome, the
Palazzo Fendi. French fashion house Dior also
selected designs from the brand to elevate their
retail experience. Ginger & Jagger is represented in
international showrooms in Shanghai, Riyadh,
Moscow, Dubai, Jakarta and, most recently Istanbul.

LOVE TO THE MUNNA AND BACK
10 years | anniversary party
Location
Palazzo Durini
Via Santa Maria Valle, 2, 20123
Milano

Salone del Mobile
17-22 April 2018
Milan Fairgrounds, Rho ( Milan)
Hall 6 Stand E42

Follow #munna on

Day: 19.04.2018
Press Cocktail: 18h00 - 20h00;
Anniversary party | strictly by invitation: 20h00-01h00;
RSVP: events@urbanmint.pt

Follow #gingerandjagger on
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